
INTRO

HOME

- Algeria is a country on the north 

coast of Africa. It is the largest 

country on the continent.

- In 1830 France invaded Algeria, but 

in 1962 Algeria won independence 

from colonial rule.

- A colony is a group of people from 

one country who invade and build 

a settlement in another territory, or 

land.

ZINEB SEDIRA:
CAN’T YOU SEE THE SEA CHANGING?

Zineb Sedira is an artist who lives in London. 

She was born in France. Her parents came to 

France as immigrants from Algeria, Africa. 

She studied art in London and uses 

photography, film, sculpture, and multimedia 

to make her artwork. Her artwork is about 

topics such as migration, identity, gender, 

environment, and storytelling. 

This year she represented France in the 

Venice Biennale. The Venice Biennale is a big 

art exhibition every two years in Italy where 

many countries from around the world show 

their best artists. Zineb got a Special Mention 

prize at the exhibition this year. 



Culture is a pattern of behaviour shared by a county, or group of people.  

Many different things make up our culture including FOOD, LANGUAGE, CLOTHING, 

MUSIC, ARTS, CUSTOMS and BELIEFS.

DRAW SOME OF THE THINGS THAT 

ARE PART OF YOUR CULTURE

DRAW SOME OF THINGS THAT ARE 

PART OF ANOTHER CULTURE

- An object from the artist’s home?

- An object from Algeria? 

- Something written in French?

CULTURE



MIGRATION

- A long journey to a new home is called 

migration. Many people use ships, boats 

and planes to migrate.

- Migrating animals generally go back and 

forth between summer and winter homes. 

When people migrate, however, they often 

change homes permanently.

- Many people travel by boat and arrive on 

the south east coast seeking a safe new 

home in the UK. 

- How many ships can you spot in the exhibition?

- Can you spot a small window from a ship, known

as a ‘porthole’?

DRAW YOUR OWN SHIP IN A BOTTLE



ENVIRONMENT

- Climate change (or global warming), is the process of our planet heating up. 

Scientists say that human activity has caused the Earth’s temperature to rise and 

this will make our weather more extreme and unpredictable. 

- With climate change some parts of the world will get warmer, wetter, and the sea 

levels will rise, meaning many places that animals and humans call home will be 

affected. 

- In the exhibtion there are lightbox photographs of a ship graveyard, and large 

prints of unusually shaped rocks which Zineb uses to talk about the environment.

CAN YOU WRITE OR DRAW ACTIVITIES YOU THINK WILL MAKE 

THE EARTH HAPPY AND COMBAT CLIMATE CHANGE?

- Unusually shaped rocks?

- Rusted ships polluting the beach?



STORYTELLING

- Lighthouses are very important as they have bright 

lights to warn ships of danger and guide them safely.

- They are sometimes operated by a lighthouse keeper 

who lives in the building, but many new lighthouses are 

automatic.

- There is a lighthouse off the coast of Bexhill, it is called 

‘The Royal Sovereign Lighthouse’. It was built in 1970 and 

has an unusual shape. It has a large platform connected 

to a single pillar which rises out of the water. Originally, it 

was manned by three full-time keepers.   

- A lighthouse in 

Zineb’s artworks?

- The Royal 

Soverign Light-

house out across 

the sea?

TELL US A STORY FROM YOUR IMAGINATION ABOUT 

THE ROYAL SOVERIGN LIGHTHOUSE



NOTES FOR TEACHERS 

AND EDUCATORS

SUGGESTED READING LIST:

- Journeys: the Story of Migration to Britain- by Dan Lyndon-Cohen (2020)

-  Who are Refugees and Migrants? What Makes People Leave their Homes?  

 And Other Big Questions- by Michael Rosen and Annemarie Young (2016)

-  The Journey- by Francesca Sanna (2016)

-  A Story Like the Wind- by Gill Lewis (2017)

-  The Color of Home- by Mary Hoffman  (2003)

-  My Name Was Hussein– by Hristo Kyuchukov (2004)

-  What a Wonderful World: Be inspired to care for our planet with 35 real-life  

 stories and green tips- by Leisa Stewart-Sharp (2021)

-  Song of the River Paperback – by Gill Lewis  (2022)

-  Water: Protect Freshwater to Save Life on Earth- by Catherine Barr (2022)

-  National Trust: How to Help a Hedgehog and Protect a Polar Bear: 70   

 Everyday Ways to Save Our Planet – by Jess French (2018)

- The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch - by David Armitage and Ronda Armitage  

 (1977)
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- Zineb Sedira: Present Tense (New York: Taymor Grahne Gallery, 2015)
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